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Abstract Despite well-documented sexual health disparities, medical school training in human sexuality remains limited. Our intents with this paper are to deconstruct the successes and challenges in including sexuality education in medical education and to pose critical questions for moving medical education and sexuality education forward. We offer future systematic level strategies for consideration, including the role of health policy in addressing this problem in training. It is imperative that all physicians are well equipped to address sexual health with patients in order to help eliminate sexual health disparities. Finding solutions to bridge the patient realities with the medical training realities is one step in creating sexually healthy societies.
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Introduction

Sexual health disparities related to HIV/AIDS, sexually transmitted diseases and infections [1, 2], sexual violence and intimate partner violence [3], unintended pregnancy, and maternal/infant mortality [4, 5] remain pervasive in society. Additional sexual health disparities that are not as well understood include the role of access to sexual health care for treating sexual problems; access to general sexual health care for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and gender nonconforming patients; and the role of sexual pleasure in enhancing and sustaining relationships. Among strategies for addressing these sexual health disparities is a call for examining structural and social determinants of health such as the following: physical, social, cultural, organizational, community, economic, legal and policy factors, childhood development, education, employment, income and job security, food security, health services, access to health care, housing, social exclusion, and stigma [6].

In many cases, patients will seek assistance from physicians to address, diagnose, and treat their concerns related to these sexual health issues. Yet, many of these physicians have had little formal educational training in addressing sexual health with patients because most medical school curricula are limited in the amount of time spent on human sexuality and sexual health. Physicians are a key factor in the journey to eliminating these sexual health disparities and achieving sexual health equity; therefore, it is imperative that they are formally trained to address sexual health comfortably in a culturally sensitive and developmentally appropriate manner with patients across the lifespan.

Our intents with this paper are to deconstruct the successes and challenges in including sexuality education in medical education and to pose critical questions for moving medical education and sexuality education forward. We offer possible systematic level strategies for consideration, including the role of health policy in addressing this problem in training. Finding solutions to bridge the patient realities with the medical training realities is one step in creating sexually healthy societies.
Successes

In this section, we offer highlights of successes achieved in addressing the inclusion of sexuality education in medical education including the following: visibility of the issues and action steps taken to address the issues, cultural shifts, international perspectives, cross-disciplinary perspectives, and attention on sexual history taking.

The first steps in solving the problem of limited sexuality education in medical education include acknowledging that the problem exists, gaining an understanding of why it exists, and strategizing ways to overcome the problem. The literature is filled with articles detailing the limitations on the inclusion of sexuality education in medical education, proposing explanations for why those limitations exist, and offering possible solutions to address the problem [7•, 8•, 9–16]. Examples of limitations and explanations have included lack of faculty time, resources, and training; lack of a standardized goals, objectives, and curricula; lack of consensus on what sexuality topic areas and populations to include; the role of comfort, discomfort, and fear related to the sexuality topic areas; the role of accreditation organizations, licensing examinations, and continuing medical education after licensure; a disconnect between knowledge acquisition and skill practice; and addressing the issues across personal, structural, and organizational levels. Promising solutions for addressing the problem have included the development and piloting of individual institutional curricula [17–21] as well as the convening of the 2012 and 2014 Summits on Medical School Education in Sexual Health where faculty from across the USA and Canada met to continue strategizing ways to advance the inclusion of sexuality education in medical education [8•]. It will clearly take a strategic, multipronged approach to address all the limitations identified in the literature to date. Yet, understanding the historical limitations serves as the springboard for the next generation of sexual health leaders to take action. Action steps may include reviewing curricula to find where sexual health can easily fit within the existing curricular frameworks (such as in anatomy and physiology, pathophysiology, human values, fundamentals of medicine/doctoring, pharmacology, psychopathology, clerkships, simulation labs, and electives). Developing and implementing sexual health competencies that all medical students must master in order to graduate, a task currently being undertaken by a working group from the 2014 Summit on Medical School Education in Sexual Health; the next steps after undergraduate medical education would be to extrapolate that model for graduate medical education and continuing medical education. Continuing to engage credentialing agencies in dialogue about the importance of sexual health and its relevance to health care, which ultimately means insuring test questions on sexual health content appear in the United States Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE) Step Exams and American Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS) board exams. Creating and disseminating evidence-based, user-friendly, short videos and applications to help students put sexual health knowledge into practice in today’s digital world (such as brief clips on the following: how to ask sexual health questions with patients; how to respond when patients ask sexual health questions; how to navigate the sexual side effects of medications; how to include expansive sexual health questions in electronic medical records; how to practice framing sexual health as a part of one’s overall health and well-being across the lifespan instead of approaching sexual health from a disease, disaster, dysfunction model). These are just a few examples of next steps that could be taken to move toward insuring all physicians address sexual health with patients.

Cultural shifts may play a role in the inclusion of sexuality education in medical education. Noted successes include increased attention on sexual orientations and gender identities, particularly related to the health of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender populations (LGBT) [22•, 23–28]. The LGBT health movement of organized efforts amongst broad-reaching organizations backed with resources and coordinated timing of information dissemination is a good example of how to bring about systematic change. For example, since the 2011 release of the Institute of Medicine’s (IOM) report on LGBT health [23], the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) created a committee to develop competencies for training medical students how to care for LGBT, gender nonconforming patients, and patients born with differences of sex development. The committee released the competencies as well as a book on how to implement the competencies in November, 2014 [22•]. Since November, 2014, the free book has been downloaded over 3000 times, had over 500,000 hits on Facebook/Twitter, and continues to receive media coverage through academic press, popular press, and social media. The strategic approach taken by the AAMC to build off the IOM report release and continue efforts beyond the competency and book generation and into implementation projects and a video series is an approach that might also work for moving sexual health in medical education forward. The AAMC has a large reach overseeing all accredited medical schools in the USA and Canada and has been successful by engaging stakeholders at all levels of medical education—administrators, faculty, staff, clinicians, and students—and continuing to disseminate information in various formats including expansive listservs, large national meetings and international meetings, academic press, social media, websites, popular press, and through partnerships across health disciplines.

While culture, language, and societal norms may differ around the world, a look at international perspectives and successes may help in the advancement of sexuality education and medical education. In Germany, the AepprO or German medical licensing regulations have been helpful for including sexual health content in medical curricula across the
preclinical and clinical courses [29]. In countries such as Malaysia where religion is a major influence, one key to implementing sexuality education is having health professionals work with religious scholars and religious councils to bring about educational change [30]. One reason Brazilian medical schools have been successful in incorporating sexuality education in medical education is due to Brazilian professors’ interest in teaching about sexuality topics [31]. Sexuality is also valued and viewed as a part of health in the Brazilian medical school culture. As more and more international meetings, conferences, and conversations around sexuality and sexual health occur, there is a call for not only national, but also international curricula to train physicians and health professionals in sexual health [32–34].

In health care, it is easy for sexual health and sexuality education to get lost due to the silo effect or the assumption that one specialty has already addressed the concerns so there is no need for another specialty to ask questions or even assess whether concerns still exist. A look across discipline successes may not only help advance sexual health training in medical education, but may also help shift to a lens valuing a continuum of sexual health care for patients versus fragmentation or no sexual health care at all. Examples of successes in Psychiatry include understanding the extent of sexuality training for residents [35], understanding residents’ perspectives on the content and delivery of sexual health training [36], identifying and prioritizing sexual health curricular content [37], and even the implementation of sex education groups as a treatment modality for patients admitted to a psychiatric day hospital [38]. Like Psychiatry, General Practitioners [39], Family Practice Residents [40], residents across disciplines [41], and Obstetrics and Gynecology practitioners [42, 43] have also gained insight to their disciplines’ training and practices in assessing sexual health with patients. They have surveyed their practice areas to understand what sexual health topics are being covered with patients, which topics are not being covered, and generated ideas on how to improve sexual health care for patients. With 17 primary care clinicians, Marcell and Ellen [44] developed a schematic for determining the types of sexual health topics to address with adolescent males depending on the type of health care visit. And, Foley, Wittmann, and Balon [45] describe the success achieved using a multidisciplinary/interdisciplinary team inclusive of physicians and residents across multiple departments, social workers, and sex therapists. With this approach, they were able to learn from each other’s disciplines and skill sets and ultimately enhance patient care and strengthen collaborative care relationships. Nursing has found success in not only viewing patients as holistic beings (mind, body, spirit connection), but also focusing specifically on communication techniques and comfort when addressing sexuality with patients [46]. Clearly, a variety of techniques have been successful across disciplines and specialties. These programmatic successes serve as examples for ways to begin making change. The next steps may be to find creative strategies for replicating these programmatic successes on a larger scale to move in the direction of systematic change across disciplines and specialties instead of just individual programs.

Arguably, sexual history taking is one of the most essential skills to addressing sexual health with patients. One final example of success related to sexual health education in medical education is the expansive coverage of not only how to take a sexual history [47•, 48–52], but also toolkits and guides to use when actually taking a sexual history [53–59]. The key is insuring that published how-tos, toolkits, and guides are not only learned in training, but also applied in clinical practice. Next steps for moving sexual history taking forward include publishing the tools in academic as well as clinical spaces to build the evidence base and reach more clinicians; collecting and publishing outcome and impact data related to sexual history taking; and analyzing the connections between the art, science, and business of medicine—in this case, providing optimal sexual health care for patients (art), sexual history taking (science), and reimbursement for providing sexual health care (business).

Challenges

While learning from the successes achieved across disciplines, specialties, settings, and cultures is important for moving sexual education in medical education forward, so too is understanding current challenges and predicting future challenges. In this section, we move beyond the typical challenges experienced when making curricular and training changes (time, faculty, valuing of topic, resources to support the change, institutional climate, etc.) and, instead, focus on challenges related to keeping pace with evolving social climates, learners, educational systems, health systems, and health conditions and the ongoing need to secure the necessary resources (financial, human, systems) to address the challenges.

As the social climate changes, examples of current trends include increased age to marry, increased age to create families, decreased family sizes, increased life expectancy, increased attention to LGBT health and rights, increased attention to medical/pharmacological treatments to address sexual health concerns, and increased attention to gender roles and power structures. All of these trends have implications for how to train physicians to address sexual health with patients across the lifespan. It is imperative that not only physicians remain current, but also the educators teaching medical students and physicians remain current with the social climate realities. These realities may require new ways of taking sexual histories and connecting with empowered patients, not only new framing for individual family planning, but also new framing for population health, and a renewed focus on
the connections between bio-psycho-social-medical models when addressing sexual health concerns, especially as new treatment models are developed.

The learner is changing as quickly as the evolution of the social climate. Many of today’s learners are digital natives, constantly connected to hand-held devices, seeking education and information through technology, social media, and the Internet. In an attempt to keep pace with the evolving learner, some have tried chat and instant message approaches [60] and others have tried website approaches [61] for delivering sexual health messages. The challenge is not only keeping pace with the digital learner, but also overcoming the facility learning curve for teaching sexual health content and clinical skills, as well as learning new ways to teach given the digital learners’ realities. Next steps may include using electronic platforms, learning management systems, and social media platforms to create affective, experiential learning related to sexual health and clinical care; creating digital modules on an expansive menu of sexual health topics that are available anytime, anywhere for learning and skill practice; creating cross-disciplinary sexual health learning experiences to bridge not only the sexual health learning gap, but also the cross-disciplinary communication gap; and, as the sexual health content and experiences are created, insuring the next generation of sexual health leaders and educators are also developed to keep pace with the changing educational environment.

Just as the social climate and learner is changing, so are educational systems. Medical education is shifting into a competency-based approach [62]. Some medical schools are offering 3-year, compacted program options in addition to traditional 4-year programs to help defray institutional costs and student debt, as well as meet workforce demands [63]. More and more educational systems are also exploring distance learning options and learning anytime, anywhere options through learning management system platforms as well as massive open online course platforms. One broader educational system challenge remains the role of sexuality education in the K-12 setting [64–66]. As medical education faces these systemic changes, it becomes even more challenging to bring learners up-to-speed when they have received little sexuality education in the K-12 setting. Given these realities, shorter-term next steps may include administering sexual health needs assessments at the beginning, mid-point, and end of medical school as well as throughout residency and clinical practice, followed by referrals to self-directed learning modules on sexual health topics identified in the needs assessments. A long-term next step may be to adjust the K-12 educational setting to insure all students master basic sexual health topics before moving into the higher education system.

With the implementation of the Affordable Care Act and increasing attention on social determinants of health [6] and health disparities [67], the US health system continues to evolve. At this point, it is not entirely clear whether these changes will prove as challenges or opportunities for moving sexual health education in medical education forward. The current challenge is in understanding the complexities of the new system and the impact it will have on clinical practice due to the projections of primary care practitioner shortages. Arguably, primary care practitioners who see patients over time and build trusting relationships with them may be in better positions to address sexual health with patients than physicians who see patients on short-term or one-time visits. Continuity in patient-provider relationship may be one key to developing the comfort needed to address sexual health, which could get lost if primary care provider shortages continue.

Keeping pace with the evolution of medical conditions and treatments is another challenge. For example, the shift from HIV as an immediate death sentence into HIV as a chronic condition requires different training and treatment options. The recent changes in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 5 [68] and the World Professional Association for Transgender Health’s Standards of Care [26] are reshaping care for gender nonconforming individuals as well as transgender and transsexual individuals. Care for individuals born with differences of sex development continues to evolve as paradigm and language shifts occur [22]. Increased attention to women’s health and women’s sexual experiences is challenging the historical male-centered models of sexual response. As more emphasis is placed on addressing obesity, diabetes, hypertension, depression, and disabilities, the sexual health implications related to body image, self-esteem, sexual self-esteem, sexual response, and sexual pharmacology cannot be forgotten. Potential strategies for overcoming these challenges may include disseminating sexual health information across health care settings and opportunities in addition to sexual health spaces (i.e., moving beyond “preaching to the choir”), reframing questions to normalize discourse about sexual health in all practice settings including building prompts in electronic health records and on patient intake forms, and recognizing the sexual side effects of medications, especially ones related to hypertension and depression, and proactively having conversations about balancing a chronic condition along with a sexual life.

None of the challenges outlined above can be addressed without adequate financial and human resources to support systematic changes as well as educational and cultural collaborations and innovations. Complex challenges often have complex solutions when the goal is to make lasting change. Resources are essential in this process of change. Possible strategies for addressing these complex challenges may include breaking down health care and health education silos as well as cultural and religious silos. Instead of adding more sexuality
organizations or more specialized sexuality conferences, consider partnering with large health care or health education organizations such as the American Medical Association, the American Nursing Association, the American Public Health Association, the Association of American Medical Colleges, the American Psychological Association. Consider partnering with religious organizations or congregations to raise awareness about the role of sexual health in overall health and well-being. Consider unconventional strategies such as consensus processes or consensus-building activities to help bridge moral debates and find common ground. Resources will most likely always be a challenge, so innovative approaches that tie not only to achieving optimal health, but also to efficiency and cost-effectiveness may be essential.

Critical Questions

In light of the complexities in the successes and challenges outlined above, we pose the following questions for critical consideration in moving sexual health education in medical education forward:

- What role do individual values, attitudes, and beliefs about sexuality play in this movement?
- What are the key strategies to actual multidisciplinary, cross-cultural collaboration in this movement?
- What needs to be done to cultivate a cycle of ongoing leadership in sexual health education and medical education as sexual health pioneers retire and eventually die?
- How can the social and political realities in the USA help or hinder medical schools’ and, ultimately, all health professional schools’ expansion of sexuality education in their programs?
- How can the movements in LGBT health, social determinants of health, and health disparities/health equity be used to assist this movement?
- Which paradigm will be more effective in helping with this movement—one that focuses on sexual disease, disaster, and dysfunction or one that focuses on sexual health as a part of overall health and well-being?
- What needs to be done to bridge the gap between the sex-saturated, US pop culture, and the US health culture uncomfortable talking about sexual health?
- What health policies need to be developed or amended to elevate the value of sexual health in health professional training at national and international levels and garner resources and support?

In the sections above, we have offered examples of possible strategies for building on successes and overcoming challenges. The critical questions that we pose acknowledge a variety of realities including the following: the historical, sensitive nature of discussing sexuality in the USA; the recognition that health care does not happen in a vacuum or just in a physician’s office; the disconnect between popular culture, academic culture, health care, health education, and sexual health; and the progress made on some health policy fronts. These questions are not necessarily easy to answer. In the Satcher Health Leadership Institute, one of our foci is on training the next generation of health leaders. It is clear that not only leadership, but also intentional leadership training will play key roles in moving sexual health and medical education forward.

Strategies and Conclusions

Clearly, the expansion of sexuality education in medical education is a complex issue. Our systematic strategy ideas include the following: intentional leadership development in sexuality education and medical education; measuring educational outcomes and finding ways to connect those outcomes to a decrease in health disparities; balancing new technological innovations with experiential learning so health professionals do not lose the ability to practice communicating about sexual health with patients; working across disciplines (ex. nursing, psychology, social work, sexual health/sexology, allied health) and analyzing models in unconventional places to spur innovation (ex. business, economics, leadership, education, technology, informatics); maintaining a 360-degree perspective to understand and learn from all perspectives in the movement; and tying the movement into national and international health policies.

One major step in implementing these ideas includes mobilizing individuals, institutions, and cultures behind a shared vision where sexuality is valued as a normal, essential aspect of health and the human experience across the lifespan. We remain grounded in the World Health Organization’s [69] working definition of sexual health:

“Sexual health is a state of physical, emotional, mental and social well-being in relation to sexuality; it is not merely the absence of disease, dysfunction or infirmity. Sexual health requires a positive and respectful approach to sexuality and sexual relationships, as well as the possibility of having pleasurable and safe sexual experiences, free of coercion, discrimination and violence. For sexual health to be attained and maintained, the sexual rights of all persons must be respected, protected and fulfilled.”

Collaboration and innovation are keys to keeping pace with the rapidly changing social, cultural, educational,
technological, and health landscapes if we are to actualize the goal of creating and sustaining sexually healthy societies.
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